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About This Game

1992. George H. W. Bush and Boris Yeltsin officially put an end to the Cold War. Barcelona held the summer Olympic Games.
The Tonight Show aired its last show with Johnny Carson…

… and Lucas Fairfax disappeared from his bedroom in Kingdom, Virginia.

Synopsis.

Virginia is a single-player first-person thriller set in a small town with a secret.
Experience a missing person investigation through the eyes of graduate FBI agent Anne Tarver.

Together with your partner, seasoned investigator Maria Halperin, you’ll take a trip to idyllic Burgess County and the secluded
town of Kingdom, Virginia, where a young boy has vanished and nobody seems to know why.

Before long Anne will find herself negotiating competing interests, uncovering hidden agendas and testing the patience of a
community unaccustomed to uninvited scrutiny.

As your investigation takes a turn for the sinister, and the list of suspects grows ever larger and stranger, you will make decisions
which irrevocably shape the course of Anne’s and agent Halperin’s lives.

Features.

Cinematic editing that immerses players in a story told in the style of film and TV

A dreamlike journey punctuated by intense drama and populated by a memorable cast of curious characters
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A stirring soundtrack composed by composer Lyndon Holland and recorded live by the Prague Philharmonic Orchestra
at the renowned Smecky Studio (Lost Highway, Mulholland Drive)

An original detective noir story in the tradition of Twin Peaks, Fargo and True Detective

A striking, painterly art style, steeped in the magic of small town America and the vibrant Virginia countryside.
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Title: Virginia
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Variable State
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 22 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and higher, 32-bit or 64 bit

Processor: AMD Phenom II X4 940 or Intel Pentium G4400

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon R7 250 or GeForce GTX 650, 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish
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It's good to have games exploring new kinds of narrative experiences.
But new doesn't equal to good.

Here, it mostly doesn't work.

It's like seeing a montage of the "best" scenes with everything between them cut out. You walk and then, you're teleported
somewhere else. Each scene is between a few seconds to less than 5 minutes long, so, even if you have the time to click to
trigger the next scene (when the game doesn't force you out), there's a feeling of something rushed that lingers.
It lacks the binder to appreciate the scenes.

Not having a line of dialogue doesn't help understanding what's going on, especially with all the forced symbolism thrown to
you.
You don't even always have the time to read the important pieces of information (like your first assignment) as the game leaves
you only a handful of seconds before it switches to the next scene.
I had to replay this scene and even then, I didn't get all the text in one try.
Too bad, especially when it's a very important part of the story!

And when you witness, then replicate, illegal actions... Come on, you're a FBI agent! You cannot do this!
A lot of things don't make sense, too.

I'll stop here. You understand how disappointed I am.
The base idea wasn't bad, but the realisation doesn't follow.
It could have been a lot better if it didn't try to be mystique. (LSD trips, really?). Rewriting because I actually have an opinion
on this. This was a buck when I got it so my recommendation is based on the game at full price.

This game isn't not bad but as far as being noir story or a crime story it falls flat. The game has no real emotional climax,
nothing gets really solved. You know pretty early why something has happened and most of the game doesn't make a ton of
sense.

It has an excellent soundtrack but beyond that there isn't much going on. It feels almost cynical in a way. The choices of a
female black lead character feel like it's marketing. In the same way the game feels like it's just trying to hit certain beats rather
than having a story.. Music is lovely, animations and direction are impressive, story is sort of interesting. As a game it's a
complete failure though.. you can uncap the framerate and disable camera smoothing, but still have to deal with poor FOV and
awful head\/camera wobble. instant refund.. I have just finished the game after a couple of short evenings play. I really enjoyed
the artwork, the deeply atmospheric music and the original gameplay. However it is simply too short and I had not buy it under
heavy discount conditions (-90%) I would probably had regretted it. Otherwise a nice original diversion.. Virginia is a short
(2hr+-), beautiful, stylized, walking-simulator mystery with heavy ties to 90\u2019s tv like Twin Peaks and X-Files. Interesting
storytelling by gameplay (no voice acting or subtitles) and enough little background items to warrant a second play through for
the achievements. For me, 7\/10. The story is hard to follow for some, and getting used to the flashing-forward gameplay takes
some getting used to.. Story is not existent, this is just a random collection of scenes, not recomended.. This game is short.
REAL short. And while it attempts to be interesting through its lack of dialogue and jumping plot, it instead falls flat. Be sure
not to fall for the hype as I did.. The people who compare this game to Twin Peaks basically don't understand Twin Peaks at all.
Twin Peaks isn't about diners, coffee, roadhouse bars, or even cryptic imagery. Why does no one remark on this game's odd
reliance on epic action film orchestral music or its Usual Suspects-like montage reveals -- none of that feels like Twin Peaks, I'd
say it's even anti-Lynchian. And so much of Twin Peaks is about its dreamy and creepy dialogue, a large ensemble soap opera
cast... did we watch the same TV show? Do game critics and gamers know how to watch TV? Can anyone in this community
process culture outside of the framework of memes, lore, and plot puzzles? Yikes.
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I propose that Virginia is better understood as a 90s cop thriller film, going through a checklist of moments and setpieces that
easily fits together. Nothing here lingers, nothing about Virginia is particularly troubling or dark, and every character has a clear
throughline and motivation -- it's basically Hollywood.

If the "Citizen Kane of games" emerges, then we would never recognize it.. This is pretty much "QuickTime Events: The
Game." The entire experience is walking from point A to point B (or wait for the game to carry you from point A to point B)
with very little to do in between other than extrapolate what the story is.

The story itself isn't bad, but feels very underwhelming while it's paired with a wonderful soundtrack, art direction, and setting.
And the interactions you're extremely limited to have little-to-no bearing on the outcome of how the story unravels, which begs
the question why they chose to tell this story through a game instead of some other medium, as nothing about the limited
interactivity of it heightened its experience at all. I do applaud them for putting players in the shoes of a minority, but feel there
could've been a lot more done with it than where they went, and the decision to have no talking and barely any interactions
quickly takes the immersion out and puts in its place a frustrating, fidgety detective, which isn't who the main character is.

There's another game just like this called Thirty Flights of Loving, which involves its own ~20 minute story. I'd suggest playing
that (it's free), and-- if you enjoyed it enough that you think you'd want to spend $10+ on a 2 hour experience of it with less
interactive elements-- get this.
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I like the animation and it has amazing soundtrack, but the story gets confusing as you progress. Finished it in 2 hours so i think
it's worth the 99 cents i gave on sale but i wouldn't buy it for full price, i recommend you buy it on sale. This game failed to
keep up my interest due to lack of voice acting, slow pacing and weak storytelling. Also I think the credits are meant to be
shown after the game, even getting started took too long.. NAISU game with naisu soundtrack :D
8.5\/10

Btw why im always looping in first game ??
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